CHAPTER 16
SERIOUS RULES FOR NUCLEAR POWER WITHOUT
PROLIFERATION*
Henry Sokolski
Victor Gilinsky
In this chapter, we try to step back from the day-today struggles in Washington, DC, over nuclear nonproliferation policy to ask what measures we would
need to have in place to be reasonably confident that
expanding nuclear power globally will not increase
the number of nuclear weapons-armed states. We
recognize that, since the start of the Atoms for Peace
Program in the mid-1950s, the United States has supported worldwide use of nuclear power. It also has opposed the spread of nuclear weapons and supported
measures to control the nuclear weapons proliferation
risks inherent in spreading nuclear technology for
civilian purposes. The principal administrative elements of this nonproliferation effort are the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) and the associated inspection activities of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), as well as various national and international export controls.
In practice, the success of our policies promoting
the global use of nuclear energy have raced ahead of
the means available to control the associated nuclear
weapons proliferation risks, leaving a broad security
gap. What passes for U.S. nuclear nonproliferation
policy—the perennial pushing and pulling over the
details of nuclear export controls and agreements—
does not begin to address that broad gap.
* A slightly revised version of this chapter originally appeared in
Victory Gilinsky and Henry Sokolski, “Serious Rules for Nuclear
Power Without Proliferation,” Nonproliferation Review 21 (March 2014),
pp. 77-98.
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Unless the members of the NPT agree to deal with
its fundament deficiencies by interpreting the treaty in
a way that sharply limits access to fuels that are also
nuclear explosive materials and agree to universal enforcement of that interpretation, increased worldwide
nuclear energy use will carry with it the inevitable risk
of the further nuclear weapons proliferation.
NUCLEAR WEAPONS PROLIFERATION
AND NUCLEAR POWER: WHAT’S THE WORRY?
In any effort to assess our current nonproliferation policies, we must remind ourselves why we still
resist the spread of nuclear weapons. In fact, it has
become fashionable in some industry and academic
circles to discount the dangers on the grounds that,
chiefly, proliferation has proceeded more slowly than
once feared.
The usual reference is to U.S. President John F.
Kennedy’s 1962 statement that 15 to 25 countries
could obtain nuclear weapons. But this was a warning, not a prediction, and a useful one that led to nonproliferation efforts that slowed the process. In view
of our experiences with countries falsely claiming to
be conducting “peaceful” nuclear programs and later
using their facilities for illicit activities or conducting
clandestine bomb activities—in India, Iran, Iraq, Israel, North Korea, Pakistan, South Africa, and Syria—it
is time to heed these warnings again.
There is also a school of thought that, even if some
more countries obtained nuclear weapons, it would
not make much difference because they would just
serve as deterrents.1 There is a troubling disconnect
between this cheerful theorizing—which is not without an element of self-interest—and any awareness of
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the devastating possibility of nuclear war. Just because
the weapons are supposed to be for deterrence does
not mean they will not be used. Such use is, after all,
implied in the threat that underlies deterrence. And
if they are used, they are likely to change profoundly
the way the world is organized, with unpredictable
but likely unhappy consequences.2 A few years ago,
former U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger wrote:
If one imagines a world of tens of nations with nuclear
weapons and major powers trying to balance their
own deterrent equations, plus the deterrent equations
of the subsystems, deterrence calculation would become impossibly complicated. To assume that, in such
a world, nuclear catastrophe could be avoided would
be unrealistic.3

Happily, we have not reached this state. No such
weapons have exploded in anger since World War II,
and it has been a long time since people have seen the
results of atmospheric tests. But this has also meant
there is not the gut-level consciousness about proliferation dangers that there is about the dangers of
nuclear accidents. Whereas everyone agrees that expanded use of nuclear power has to be predicated on
tough safety rules, there is no corresponding agreement when it comes to rules to protect against nuclear
weapons spread, especially when it comes to restrictions on nuclear power programs.
One often hears from nuclear industry sources that
“civilian” nuclear programs are not a proliferation
worry because they are an unlikely source of nuclear
explosive materials for would-be bomb makers. They
argue that, just as current nuclear weapons states relied on dedicated military programs, so would any
future would-be weapons country.4
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Our view is different. Leaving aside the correctness
of the assumptions about past weapons programs, the
past is not a good guide to the future because conditions have changed fundamentally. Today all nonweapon states are members of the NPT. If one of these
countries should decide to obtain weapons, it would
have to withdraw or cheat, both courses risking a
military response until the would-be bomb maker had
weapons comfortably in hand. This would put a very
high premium on traversing the period of vulnerability as quickly as possible. Kissinger made this point
in the previously cited 2006 Trilateral Commission
report: “A policy of using preventive force against
aspiring nuclear powers, however, creates incentives
for them to acquire nuclear weapons as rapidly as
possible. . . .”5
That means drawing on bomb material and knowhow where it is most quickly obtainable, which would
mean tapping a nuclear power program if there is one,
unless, of course, there are strict measures in place to
prevent that happening. If there is any doubt about
this conclusion, consider the following counterhistorical: Suppose each of the major World War II belligerents already had civilian nuclear power programs
before the war started. Would they not have tapped
them rather than start anew to develop independent
nuclear weapons programs? The answer suggests
why strict nonproliferation measures are important.
THE NUCLEAR NONPROLIFERATION
TREATY’S DEFICIENCIES
In this regard, no one believes that we have adequate preventive antiproliferation measures in place
today. Otherwise, we would not be discussing end-
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lessly various international fuel supply schemes to
mitigate the risks that national uranium enrichment
and fuel reprocessing might be used to produce
nuclear explosives. Everyone understands that the
NPT as it has been interpreted up to now has basic
deficiencies:
•	
The treaty allows withdrawal on 3 months’
notice.
•	It does not delineate the limits on permissible
“peaceful” technology, with respect to fuels
that are immediately usable to make nuclear
explosives.
• It sharply restricts IAEA inspections.
•	
The treaty lacks an established enforcement
system, so that each violation requires an improvised response.
•	The treaty’s universality is undermined by India, Israel, North Korea, and Pakistan, which
remain as examples of what a country can get
away with doing.
The advance of technology since the treaty went
into force has exacerbated these problems by lowering the technological barriers between civilian nuclear
activities and nuclear weapons. The prime example
is the spread of centrifuge enrichment technology,
which can be used to produce low enriched uranium
to fuel power reactors but also can bring states within
weeks of acquiring weapons-grade uranium to make a
bomb. More generally, worldwide advances in materials, manufacturing, and computing skills put weapons design and manufacture within reach of a larger
group of countries.
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NUCLEAR POWER EXPANSION REMAINS
GOAL OF MAJOR NUCLEAR SUPPLIERS AND
OF THE IAEA
Despite these acknowledged basic inadequacies of
current anti-proliferation protections, the U.S. Government has supported worldwide use of nuclear
power since U.S. President Dwight Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace Program and continues to do so today.
The rationale, however, has evolved.
In proposing the program, Eisenhower said that
starting with small projects had:
the great virtue that it can be undertaken without irritations and mutual suspicions incident to any attempt
to set up a completely acceptable system of worldwide inspection and control.6

In time, however, the projects got bigger and much
more significant from the point of view of international security. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of the IAEA
inspection system did not keep up. This arguably mattered less when the two Cold War camps expected to
keep their client states in line mainly through their
own intelligence and intervention. But now we really
do need the “completely acceptable system of worldwide inspection and control” that President Eisenhower spoke about, especially if there is to be a major
expansion in use of nuclear power plants.
At the moment, a major, global nuclear expansion is not in play, mainly because of unfavorable
economics and, since the March 11, 2011, Fukushima, Japan, accident, also because of increased safety
concerns.7 Nevertheless, such expansion remains the
goal, or at least the expectation, of key nuclear export-
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ers—the United States included—and of the IAEA in
Vienna, Austria.
U.S. President Barack Obama has consistently
supported an expanded role for nuclear power both
abroad and at home. In a March 2012 speech at Hankuk University, South Korea, almost exactly a year
after Fukushima, the President said the world needed
nuclear power.8 He predicted that “nuclear energy
will only become more important,” and that remains
the operational assumption in the U.S. Government.9
The IAEA also announced optimism about nuclear
power expansion post-Fukushima. At the 2012 IAEA
General Conference, Director General Yukiya Amano
said he expected “a steady rise in the number of nuclear power plants in the world in the next 20 years.”
His low case for 2030 projected a nuclear power capacity increase of about a quarter, and his high case
projected a doubling of current capacity.10 The projections are significant as expressions of the Agency’s
sentiments and those of the national nuclear bureaucracies it represents. However unrealistic, these projections find their way into official and semi-official
nuclear establishment reports and bolster support for
nuclear power.
SECURITY IMPLICATIONS OF THE
CLIMATE ARGUMENT FOR NUCLEAR POWER
In his January 28, 2013, inaugural address, Obama
reiterated his support for building “a new generation
of safe, clean nuclear power plants in this country.”
In this he is following in his predecessors’ footsteps.11
But his rationale—that nuclear power is necessary to
deal with climate change—is significantly different,
and it has far-reaching security implications.
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Since we are talking about a global rather than a
local effect, the climate benefit of nuclear power installations only accrues if there are very many of them.
In resting the case for nuclear power on the need for
them to deal with global warming, the proponents
are therefore saying that we must build a very large
number of nuclear plants. The experts say it would
take well over 1,000 plants just to make a dent on the
climate problem.12 But an increase of that size would
likely involve nuclear power programs in dozens more
countries, including many in the rougher parts of the
world—most of the Middle Eastern countries have already expressed interest in building nuclear plants—a
worrisome prospect from a security point of view.
The putative climate imperative for nuclear power
has made it easy for U.S. nuclear officials to argue
that, yes, they would like to see effective antiproliferation protection, but at the end of the day, we have to
settle for what we can get because we must have lots
of nuclear power to deal with climate change, no matter what. However, that is exactly the case where that
antiproliferation protection is needed most.
More important, there are environmentally acceptable energy alternatives to nuclear power, including
ones superior for coping with climate change. An obvious example is natural gas, which allows faster and
cheaper reductions in carbon.13 We certainly do not
accept the notion that the world is locked into eventually relying on large numbers of nuclear power plants
to cope with global warming.
PUTTING SECURITY FIRST
For this reason, we believe it would make more
sense to reverse the current policy priorities under
which “nuclear” trumps protection, and instead in464

sist on adequate protection against proliferation as a
condition for nuclear trade. We would try to persuade
others to accept that standard. If prospective customers are unwilling to agree to such protection, our answer is to stop encouraging nuclear expansion until
such protection is available.
We certainly do not buy the rationalization that
the United States has to sell into the international
nuclear market, even if the agreements covering the
trade are not as tight as we would like, because if we
do not, others will, and ”you have to play the game if
you want to participate in setting the rules.” We think
the United States would be more convincing by setting a principled example. Nor do we go along with
that ultimate cop-out—that technology controls are
not important because proliferation is really a political, and not a technical problem. It is obviously both,
and an essential aspect of nonproliferation is to keep
it difficult, both technically and politically, for countries to join the weapons game, so difficult that we can
reasonably exclude the possibility that civilian nuclear
programs will contribute to weapons development.
We are very much aware of the positions of the
majority of countries on NPT issues and their negative
reactions to further restrictions and even existing restrictions on access to nuclear technology.14 It is clear
they are in no mood to accept a major tightening of
the rules, and we are under no illusion that the United
States can by itself impose such a major tightening.
But we can start to talk about the issues in a more
straightforward manner than we have been doing,
and we can seek to persuade the international community of the value to all countries of effective antiproliferation protection.
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In fact, we have been moving in the opposite direction by promoting the “three-pillars” interpretation of the NPT, which hobbles our nonproliferation
efforts.15 This reinterpretation of the treaty puts sharing of nuclear technology on a par with nonproliferation. It is easy to see why U.S. diplomats find this path
of least resistance appealing—technology sharing
is easy and pleasant for all parties, while imposing
nonproliferation restrictions is just the opposite. The
trouble is, taking this approach leads to a markedly
weakened NPT.
The argument is made that acceptance of the threepillars formulation is necessary to give the United
States the bona fides to conduct nonproliferation policy, and, anyhow, it is so firmly entrenched that there
is no point in talking about it. The result is a kind of
zero-sum game in which the nonproliferation obligations of the majority of members are held hostage to
technology sharing by the main nuclear states. The
loose interpretation of the latter by the hopeful recipients has been especially problematic and is what creates the proliferation problem in the first place.
That is not all. By putting the technology sharing
obligation on a par with nonproliferation, the threepillars formulation singles out nuclear energy as the
internationally politically anointed energy source,
irrespective of its real economic value. This reflects
energy-of-the-future thinking of the 1960s, but makes
no sense today.
Unfortunately, Obama’s comments on the foundations of the NPT have not been helpful. On the treaty’s
40th anniversary in 2010, the President described it as
standing on “three pillars—disarmament, nonproliferation, and peaceful uses.”16 We need to get back to
viewing the NPT, as primarily about the nonproliferation of nuclear weapons.
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FIVE PRINCIPLES FOR STRENGTHENING
THE NPT REGIME
We propose here to examine what effective antiproliferation protection would entail. We express this
in terms of five principles addressed to the main deficiencies of the NPT. So far as we can tell, nowhere
in the nonproliferation literature is there a clear statement of a policy goal. There is an abundance, in fact a
superabundance, of discussions of the value or attainability of this or that agreement provision or requirement, but nowhere do we find a statement of what it is
we want in the way of protection.17 In effect, the principles we detail here are an outline of what it takes to
have an international environment in which nuclear
power can thrive without providing an easy target for
would-be bomb makers.
1. Make Withdrawals from the NPT Effectively
Impossible.
We need to make it much more difficult—in fact,
essentially impossible—to exercise the NPT’s withdrawal provision. This is vital, not least because the
member states’ safeguards agreements with the IAEA
remain in force so long as the states remain parties to
the treaty.18 The U.S. position is that safeguards continue in perpetuity, but it is unclear what would actually happen if another state announced its withdrawal.
The international responses to North Korea’s 1993
withdrawal threats and ultimate 2003 withdrawal announcement were deficient in that, however much everyone deplored North Korea’s action, no one made
the case at the time that a country cannot, while in
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a state of violation, legally leave the NPT. It was a
question of legitimacy, which, while intangible, remains important in international affairs, even to the
North Koreans.
There seems finally to be general agreement on
this point—that a country in violation of the NPT cannot relieve itself of its responsibilities by announcing
withdrawal, and that the international reaction to a
similar case would be more forceful.19 Nevertheless,
ambiguity still remains over whether North Korea is
still obligated by its NPT membership. Obama’s statement deploring North Korea’s February 12, 2013, nuclear explosion did not so much as mention the NPT.
It would have been helpful if the President had said
that North Korea’s NPT withdrawal was not valid and
that it stands in continued violation of the treaty for
current actions as well as past ones.20
But even this, in our view, would not go far
enough. A country should not be allowed to gather
the production tools for making a bomb while a member and then free itself of its treaty responsibilities
by withdrawing, even if it is in good standing at the
time. What this means is that a country should not be
allowed to leave the treaty legally with technology
it obtained as a member, because it did so with the
forbearance of other members on the assumption that
it was doing so for peaceful uses. This should apply
whether the technology was imported or developed
indigenously.
The position that NPT safeguards apply in perpetuity, even if it gained universal acceptance, would
not entirely deal with this issue. In practice, there is
no way to erase the advantages that a country bent
on nuclear weapons gains from its nuclear power program, an advantage that lies in part in equipment and
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materials, but perhaps most importantly in the training of scientific and technical personnel.
It would be useful to introduce these NPT arguments into the current discussions that have arisen in
Japan and South Korea over the advisability of obtaining nuclear weapons.21 The voices for weapons certainly have become much louder after the February
12, 2013, North Korean nuclear test.
2. Limit NPT Members’ Access to and Production
of Nuclear Weapons-Usable Materials.
The NPT cannot be a vehicle for legally coming
overly close to a weapons capability. There has to
be a technological safety margin between genuinely
peaceful and potentially military applications to make
it impossible to surprise the world with a bomb. As a
consequence, the “inalienable right” language in the
treaty has to be interpreted in terms of the treaty’s
overriding objective, and thus there have to be restrictions on the kinds of technology that are acceptable for
nonmilitary use. Nuclear power needs to develop in a
way that does not provide easy access to nuclear explosive materials. Where to draw the line is now coming to a head in the context of Iran’s nuclear program.
In the early days of nuclear power—the 1950s and
1960s—technology control was not on the international agenda. Enthusiasm for plutonium as the fuel of the
future in fast breeder reactors overrode any official
concern about its weapons potential. Under Atoms for
Peace, the United States shared its reprocessing technology with all countries, as it was seen as an essential
part of nuclear power programs.22 This complacency
about easy access to plutonium was jolted by India’s
1974 nuclear explosion, which led the principal ex-
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porters to organize the Nuclear Suppliers Group to
exercise some control over the spread of what were
euphemistically called “sensitive” nuclear technologies. The resort to euphemisms is itself telling. Neither
the United States nor the other exporters ever publicly
addressed the tensions in the NPT between prohibitions on bombs and liberal promises of technology—
between the NPT Article IV’s “inalienable right of all
the Parties” to “nuclear energy for peaceful purposes”
and the qualification that this activity must be “in
conformity with Articles I and II,” which prohibit acquisition of nuclear weapons. The conflict remains to
be resolved. That, after all, is what the struggle over
Iran’s enrichment program is about.
The well-known root problem is that separated
plutonium and highly enriched uranium (HEU) can
be converted to weapons use too quickly for international inspection to provide protection against
that possibility.23 The IAEA refers to its inspections
and related protection systems as “safeguards.” This
introduced some confusion because the IAEA uses
“safeguards” as a term of art for all the inspections
it conducts, whether or not the inspections in question actually achieve their purpose of providing the
timely warning needed to safeguard against military
diversions.
It is therefore important that the IAEA’s basic NPT
safeguards document states the purpose of IAEA safeguards is to deter diversion by the threat of early detection.24 If sufficient early detection cannot be counted
on—as it realistically cannot for the nuclear explosive
materials plutonium and HEU—there is no deterrence
related to inspection, and therefore no effective safeguarding in terms of the INFCIRC/153 standard. In
our view, the commercial use of materials that cannot
be safeguarded in this sense should not be permitted.
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The same concerns, once removed, apply to the
enrichment and reprocessing facilities capable of producing nuclear explosives. As the Strategic Plan for the
Bush administration’s Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP) program put it, “. . . there is no technology
‘silver bullet’ that can be built into an enrichment plant or
reprocessing plant that can prevent a country from diverting these commercial fuel cycle facilities to non-peaceful
use.”25 This explains why we do not want to have them
there in the first place.
Reprocessing Plutonium and Recycling Spent Fuel.
In principle, plutonium recycling should be easier
to deal with because it is widely recognized that there
is no economic case for plutonium reprocessing or
recycling spent fuel.26 The fast breeder programs that
were the original incentives for separating plutonium
have almost all receded into the indefinite future.27
Nor are recent claims valid that reprocessing and recycling facilitate waste disposal. That has not, however,
prevented national laboratories and nuclear fuel firms
from clinging to plutonium technology as a link to the
original dream of an all-nuclear future, regardless of
its current impracticality. To make it pay, the industrial supporters are counting on heavy subsidies—following the principle that, to make money, you do not
need an economic product, you just need someone to
pay for it.
The last refuge for plutonium recycling supporters is the claim that it serves arms control purposes
by consuming plutonium, thus reducing long-term
risks. 28 It does so, however, by separating plutonium
and exposing it, in a number of fuel cycle stages, to
considerably increased near-term risks. In view of the
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dangers and lack of economic benefits of reprocessing
plutonium and recycling spent fuel, it makes sense to
ban them altogether.
Such a ban would be no more than what U.S.
President Gerald Ford proposed in 1976.29 While the
nuclear community never wholly accepted the view,
for many years, these fuel activities were restrained by
the unfavorable economics. But in 2007, the recycling
adherents convinced the George Bush administration
to launch the GNEP, a futuristic reprocessing and recycle crash program. The advertised purpose was to
“solve” the nuclear waste and proliferation problems
simultaneously by having the United States and other
major nuclear supplier countries provide a full range
of fuel services. In reality, it was a poorly thought out
scheme, based on technology that did not exist, to rekindle the nuclear dream of a fast reactor future.30 The
Obama administration cut back the Bush program but
kept much of it going, and when the President spoke
in South Korea in 2012, he called for “an international commitment to unlocking the fuel cycle of the
future.”31 It is not surprising that nuclear bureaucracies in other countries, and especially South Korea,
have been emboldened in expressing their interest in
plutonium technology.
A key pending policy issue concerns the so-called
Gold Standard for civilian nuclear cooperation between the United States and other countries. This is
the standard established in the 2009 agreement with
the United Arab Emirates (UAE) that permits reactor
sales but rules out nuclear fuel activities. Unfortunately, the Obama administration has been ambiguous about whether it will apply this standard to all
such agreements.32 Without an American commitment to it, there is no chance for the standard to gain
international acceptance.
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We should be clear that to restrict fuel cycle activities to a small number of countries would mean
not only that states that have not yet gotten into these
activities would forego doing so, but also that some
states already involved in such activities would have
to give them up. While giving up reprocessing facilities would not involve economic penalties, as reprocessing is uneconomic and broadly understood to be
so, that does not mean that it would be an easy thing.
Uranium Enrichment.
Gaining agreement for restricting enrichment is
an even more difficult proposition, as enrichment
is a necessary part of the nuclear fuel cycle. It is really centrifuge enrichment that is the main concern,
rather than enrichment per se, because it lends itself
to small-scale operation, and so is relatively accessible
for many countries.
A number of countries already have enrichment
facilities or development programs.33 An aura has
developed around enrichment that goes beyond any
economic rationale, one that ultimately relates to the
connection with nuclear weapons. That is not necessarily what the operators have in mind, but we can be
sure they are aware of the weapons potential, and, at
minimum, the political leverage this provides.
One way or another, to gain broad agreement on
limiting access to this technology, there would have to
be a reasonably common rule for all (the “inalienable
right” phrase in Article IV of the NPT is immediately
followed by the words “without discrimination”).
To grasp the magnitude of the change that would be
required from the current ad hoc approach, consider
that to be consistent, the effort to restrict Iran’s enrich-
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ment program would have to be matched by an effort
to restrict Brazil’s roughly comparable program. But
that is part of what it would take to restrict enrichment activities to a small number of countries in order
for nuclear power to operate with a reasonable safety
margin from the point of view of proliferation. The
technology has spread beyond the point where grandfathering the existing enrichment programs is a workable solution. That would be a recipe for a creeping
retreat to an increasingly unstable state of affairs—a
“Perils of Pauline” world in which many countries
are a short step from nuclear weapons, one they could
likely take before their neighbors or the international
community could react.
Coming up with a satisfactory answer on how to
limit access to this technology is a vexing problem.
One possible approach would be to assess a safeguards fee to compensate for the very considerable
IAEA effort involved in monitoring centrifuge facilities. If, as seems likely, the monitoring effort involved
would not be much less for smaller plants, a large fee
would discourage small operations and thus restrict
the number.
3. Expand Inspections.
The IAEA’s inspections, when first instituted, were
infrequent and specifically limited to listed facilities,
and the inspectors approached their tasks wearing
blinders. The IAEA inspection system is a very different one today, especially after the upgrades that followed the first Gulf War, which revealed the ineffectiveness of the original system. Nevertheless, there are
intrinsic limitations on what can be achieved through
inspections alone.34 The most recent addition, the so-
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called Additional Protocol (AP), further expands the
agency’s inspection rights.35 It marks an important advance. But the AP remains voluntary, and a number
of countries have yet to accept it. Also, to encourage
acceptance of this protocol, the IAEA agreed to reduce
the frequency of routine inspections for countries that
accepted the AP, so that, for example, the inspection
goal for reactor spent fuel inspections would be once
a year instead of once a quarter.
To be effective, the IAEA’s inspection system has
not only to provide timely assessments at known facilities within a country, but also to be able to rule out
the existence of clandestine facilities.36 The reason for
concern about clandestine facilities is that reprocessing
and centrifuge enrichment lend themselves to smallscale operation. Such facilities may be insignificant
in commercial terms, but they can be very significant
in military terms. This means, for example, that the
commonly-held view that light water reactors (LWRs)
by themselves are a safe proposition (in terms of proliferation) is correct only if we can rule out clandestine
reprocessing, not only contemporaneously, but also in
the future.37
Ironically, this was pointed out in 1977 by an Oak
Ridge National Laboratory group that opposed antiproliferation restrictions. Specifically, they wanted to
show that a country that wished to produce plutonium
for bombs could easily get around a ban on commercial reprocessing. To drive the point home, the Oak
Ridge team made public a design for a small reprocessing plant that a country with a minimal industrial
base could build quickly and secretly to obtain enough
plutonium for dozens of bombs.38 The memorandum describing the design included equipment lists,
process sheets, and drawings.
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The Oak Ridge experts said that most equipment
would be available from local industries such as wineries or dairies or could be fabricated in a small shop.
The described “quick and dirty” plant is not something anyone can put together in a garage. But it is entirely credible that experienced reprocessing experts
could do it.
Although this was not the objective of the Oak
Ridge exercise, it also put in doubt the assumed benign character of nuclear power plants in the absence
of commercial reprocessing. If a country with LWRs
but no commercial reprocessing could quickly build
a small “quick and dirty” plant to obtain enough plutonium for bombs, then power reactors in the wrong
places could be much more dangerous propositions
than previously thought.
Especially to deal with the problem of clandestine
plants, two former IAEA Deputy Directors General
have urged that the IAEA make greater use of “special inspection” rights it already has under the comprehensive NPT safeguards agreements. For historical and bureaucratic reasons, the threshold within the
Agency for invoking such inspections rights is exceedingly high. The Agency’s right to conduct a special
inspection has only been invoked once in adversarial
circumstances (North Korea in 1993).39
Finally, a problem that is not immediate but is
bound to arise in the future concerns the NPT safeguards exclusion for materials used in “nonprohibited military applications,” which principally means
naval reactor fuel. This is a potential gaping loophole
that, at a minimum, needs to be narrowed, and perhaps eliminated altogether—just as “peaceful nuclear
explosives” were, in effect, read out of the NPT.
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4. Ensure Enforcement.
In the initial years of the NPT, there was an implicit assumption that each of the two Cold War blocs
would police its sphere. The United States did that, for
example, in the mid-1970s, when it forced Taiwan and
South Korea to dismantle their clandestine nuclear
weapons efforts. But now the NPT needs an established enforcement mechanism to deal with treaty violation in a predictable way. At present, each violation
calls for improvization by the powerful states. While
the logic of “safeguards” over plutonium and HEU
is that the international system will react to evidence
of violations rapidly, the natural response time of the
international system is more often measured in years.
It is vital that future would-be bomb makers be
disabused of any notion that they could evade tough
international sanctions. What is needed—as Pierre
Goldschmidt, former IAEA Deputy Director General
for Safeguards, recommended—is a country-neutral,
reasonably predictable, more-or-less automatic sanction regime that puts all countries on notice in advance of NPT violation, including violations of any
IAEA safeguards agreements.40 Improving the ability
to detect possible violations will not deter violators
if they know that little will be done quickly enough
to stop their bomb making. A permanent secretariat attached to the treaty would help make such a
process work.
The record of U.S.-led ad hoc enforcement is decidedly mixed. The trouble is that political considerations
inevitably intrude: sometimes to deflect U.S. interest
from pursuing enforcement of nuclear agreements,
sometimes even to look the other way.
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President Obama had this to say about enforcement in his 2009 Prague, Czech Republic, speech:
We need real and immediate consequences for countries caught breaking the rules or trying to leave the
treaty without cause. . . . We must go forward with no
illusions. Some countries will break the rules. That’s
why we need a structure in place that ensures when
any nation does, they will face consequences.

More recently, the President’s NPT ambassador
stated:
There is no greater threat to the integrity and vitality
of the treaty than the unresolved cases of noncompliance. Because of the corrosive effect of noncompliance
on international confidence in the NPT, we must redouble our efforts to encourage full compliance with
treaty obligations.41

The present situation in which a violator does not,
by any means, face immediate sanction significantly
undercuts the disincentives to violations. What would
actually happen in any particular instance would depend on who were the violator’s friends and enemies,
and what else is going on to distract the world from
the violation.
Iran has been sanctioned (in a long, drawn out
process) not because it has been charged with specific
NPT treaty violations, but rather because it is seen as
a potential violator of IAEA safeguards requirements
that threatens the interests of other powerful states,
mainly Israel and the United States. By contrast,
North Korea’s flagrant 1992 violation in refusing required IAEA inspections evoked an entirely different
response, mainly because the United States feared a
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North Korean withdrawal from the NPT would undermine the then-upcoming 1995 NPT review conference. Investigation of its violation was postponed,
and, in return for not operating its small indigenous
plutonium production reactors, North Korea was offered two large LWRs worth about $5 billion. The deal
eventually broke down, but the precedent remains
that, in the right circumstances, blackmail can work.
It also undermines worldwide respect for the NPT
when enforcement is farmed out to a nonmember, as
was the case when the United States acquiesced in Israel’s 2007 bombing of Syria’s clandestine reactor, instead of bringing Syria’s violation before the IAEA.42
The point applies as well to cooperation with Israel in
sabotaging Iran’s nuclear program.
One cannot talk about NPT enforcement today
without addressing the U.S. reaction to the February
12, 2013, North Korean nuclear test. As observed earlier, Obama’s statement, calling for “swift and credible” action in response to violation of United Nations
(UN) Security Council resolutions, did not mention
the NPT.43 It leaves the impression the government
regards the NPT as of marginal significance.
5. Bring Nonmembers into the NPT Process.
The most difficult NPT-related issue concerns what
to do about the three NPT holdouts—India, Israel, and
Pakistan—and the member-in-violation, North Korea.
Under the NPT, there are only two classes of countries: the five nuclear weapon states, and nonweapons
states, which includes the three holdouts.44 Although
discriminatory, the original intent of only recognizing
five nuclear states was to make sure that number did
not grow larger. To now create a new class of members, in addition to these five, that would have nucle479

ar weapons would therefore undermine the treaty’s
original intent.
However implausible or even impossible it may
now seem, it is probable that the only way that all
states can be brought under the NPT system is if all
reduce their nuclear weapons to zero. All nuclear
weapons states have to participate in weapons reductions. The United States and Russia have made substantial reductions, but the continuation of that process is predicated on all nuclear states participating in
further weapons reductions. Without such reductions,
it does not seem likely that the non-nuclear NPT members would agree to necessary restrictive measures on
the use of nuclear energy. Ultimately, the weapons
reduction will have to include India, Israel, and Pakistan, and, of course, North Korea.
We would universalize the treaty—that is, regard
it as applicable to all states, including the three holdouts, which would then be in noncompliance.45 Of
course, as a legal matter, you cannot force a country to
join a treaty. But as a practical matter, if the 190 NPT
members so decided, they could treat the three holdouts, and, of course, North Korea, as countries in noncompliance, with the appropriate disadvantages that
would follow from that decision.
To take a positive view, if these countries agreed to
join in the weapons reductions process under adequate
monitoring, and so could be considered on their way
toward compliance, any adverse treatment as a consequence of their noncompliance could be moderated.
We are under no illusions about the current practicability of this proposal. But we are also convinced that
it is an essential element of an effective system to bar
proliferation. It simply makes no sense to accept President Obama’s goal of zero nuclear weapons but, at the
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same time, dismiss any notion of applying that goal to
India, Israel, and Pakistan. As Obama said in Prague:
“This goal will not be reached quickly—perhaps not
in my lifetime. It will take patience and persistence.”
Yet he set a goal. In the same way, we are trying to set
a goal for nonproliferation.
WHAT NOW?
To sum up, it is our view that for a nonproliferation
system that is reasonably able to cope with the kind
of nuclear expansion implicit in U.S. nuclear energy
policy, there need to be firm measures: (1) to prevent
NPT withdrawals, (2) to restrict access to nuclear explosive materials, (3) to ensure adequate IAEA inspections, (4) to guarantee enforcement, and (5) to deal
with NPT holdouts. We obviously are nowhere close
to this standard, and, in fact, NPT members presently
resist change in the direction of meeting it.
The official U.S. response to this unsatisfactory
state of affairs has been to focus on incremental measures, ones on which some progress could be made
through relatively low-level negotiations.46 Even the
nonproliferation academics and nongovernmental
organization analysts reach no further, and in fact
dismiss anything beyond this incremental approach
as unrealistic or positively harmful. Not surprisingly,
the nuclear power community regards any suggestion
to go beyond the working-at-the-margins approach
as dangerous, if not tantamount to “anti-nuclear,”
even when it comes to reining in enrichment and
reprocessing.47
Along this line of thinking, to gain the necessary
bona fides for tightening antiproliferation protection,
the United States needs to encourage worldwide nu-
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clear expansion and to involve itself heavily in selling
nuclear technology. There is in this, of course, more
than a touch of self-interest, as there has always been
in such advice going back to Atoms for Peace. Historically, nuclear sales have invariably come before
protection against their misuse.
To keep active on nonproliferation and yet avoid
roiling the diplomatic waters, diplomats and academics spend a great deal of time discussing inoffensive—
and ineffectual—schemes, such as fuel banks and multinational fuel centers.48 Fuel banks, seemingly simple
and catchy, so beloved by diplomats, are a nonsolution to a nonproblem.
There is a competitive international fuel market,
and no country, other than one obviously bent on
weapons, has to worry about getting fuel. In fact,
no country, including one obviously seeking weapons, has had to shut reactors because it was denied
nuclear fuel.
As to banking fuel, it is utterly impractical to store
fuel assemblies for individual reactors as these vary
significantly in their technical specifications. One
could bank low enriched uranium (LEU), but even
that poses problems, as the reactors’ fuel enrichment
levels vary. In any case, a country could much more
easily bank its own LEU.
Multinational facilities would make some sense if
they were coupled with a requirement for participants
to forego indigenous fuel cycle facilities. But the usual
arguments for the multinational projects have been
that they would reduce the participants’ incentives to
pursue their own, which is not the same thing.49
Another escape from dealing with proliferation is
to embrace nuclear terrorism (as opposed to weapons acquisition by states) as the immediate primary
problem, which is convenient because there is not a
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lot of push back when it comes to opposing nuclear
terrorism.50
The truth is that the incremental, least-commondenominator approach is never going to get us to
where we need to be, and serious people responsible
for security know it. To cope with proliferation hazards in the face of weak international controls over
nuclear programs, the world seems to be slipping—
witness the case of Iran—into relying on greatly increased national intelligence operations backed up in
the last instance by bombing and even assassinations.
It is difficult to imagine that this is a workable solution
for the long term.
Nor is it workable to continue in the mode where
nonproliferation is seen as an American obsession, and
the role of the diplomats in the great majority of countries is to extract what they can from the United States
for each incremental concession. They have to see it
as their problem, too. To begin the process of change
to a sounder long-term approach, the United States,
the major nuclear countries, and the IAEA need to begin by speaking clearly about the risks of proliferation
that attach to a major expansion of nuclear power use
and what it takes to check them. George Orwell taught
us that euphemisms and bureaucratic boilerplate can
corrupt, and that they are used to make it easier to
defend what otherwise cannot be defended in public.
We have to stop pretending that reprocessing and
enrichment facilities can be “safeguarded” by international inspections and that they are only a problem if
they are located in countries currently on the “rogue”
list. We also have to end the charade that protection
will come from multinational facilities, or fuel banks,
or futuristic reprocessing schemes. We have to agree
to abide by common standards. Finally, we have to
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stop downplaying the NPT by describing it as standing on “three pillars,” of which nonproliferation is
only one pillar. The results might surprise us. There
is a lot of persuasive power in sensible thought expressed clearly.
We conclude on this optimistic note even while
recognizing that countries are increasingly finding
pretexts for narrowing the anti-proliferation safety
margins, and major states, like the United States, are
finding rationalizations for yielding to friendly states.
For this chapter, our working assumption is that this
process has not gone so far that it cannot be reversed.
To be sure, it would require the President to make doing so and engaging other leaders a top priority, as
then-President Eisenhower did in launching Atoms
for Peace.
We do not, however, discount the possibility that
our critics are right in saying that there is no longer
any prospect for gaining the level of proliferation
protection we outlined here, so there is no realistic
prospect of closing the policy gap between nuclear
advocacy and anti-proliferation protection. In that
case, the answer is not, as they say, to fall in with the
nuclear crowd in the hope of merely making minor
adjustments in its rules—but to think about closing
the policy gap from the other end.
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